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Abstract 
This study explores the capabilities of ChatGPT, specifically in relation to 
consciousness and its performance in the Turing Test. The article begins by 
examining the diverse perspectives among both the cognitive and AI re-
searchers regarding ChatGPT’s ability to pass the Turing Test. It introduces a 
hierarchical categorization of the test versions, suggesting that ChatGPT ap-
proaches success in the test, albeit primarily with naïve users. Expert users, 
conversely, can easily identify its limitations. The paper presents various 
theories of consciousness, with a particular focus on the Integrated Informa-
tion Theory proposed by Tononi. This theory serves as the framework for as-
sessing ChatGPT’s level of consciousness. Through an evaluation based on 
the five axioms and theorems of IIT, the study finds that ChatGPT surpasses 
previous AI systems in certain aspects; however, ChatGPT significantly falls 
short of achieving a level of consciousness, particularly when compared to 
biological sentient beings. The paper concludes by emphasizing the impor-
tance of recognizing ChatGPT and similar generative AI models as highly 
advanced and intelligent tools, yet distinctly lacking the consciousness attrib-
utes found in advanced living organisms. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) have demonstrated remark-
able progress in the development of AI systems, such as ChatGPT, which are 
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part of the Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) family. As these pro-
grams strive towards achieving higher levels of intelligence including artificial 
general intelligence (AGI) [1], questions regarding the nature of consciousness 
[2], the concept of singularity, and the potential risks associated with superintel-
ligence arise. This paper aims to analyse these intriguing aspects and explore 
their implications for our future.  

There are mixed opinions whether general intelligence and passing the Turing 
Test (TT) [3] are already achieved, demonstrated by measuring the machine’s 
ability to exhibit intelligent behaviour similar to that of a human. By evaluating 
performance, it is possible to highlight the existing limitations and argue that 
GPT-like programs have or not yet successfully passed the Turing Test, indicat-
ing the direction for further needed advancements in AI [4]. 

Regarding consciousness, there are several theories that shed light on the po-
tential obstacles and challenges encountered on the path towards achieving arti-
ficial superintelligence [2] [5] [6] [7] [8]. These theories provide valuable in-
sights into the complexities involved in developing highly intelligent systems 
and raise important considerations for their ethical and safe implementation [9].  

The primary objective of this scientific paper is to investigate the extent to 
which current generative programs, such as ChatGPT, Bard, or Copilot, ap-
proach human mental capacities, particularly with respect to essential properties 
like consciousness and semantics [10].  

The implications of this inquiry are significant: either generative AI programs 
are approaching the status of living beings, and we must begin discussing which 
rights should be granted to them; or they remain mere tools, albeit significantly 
improved compared to older systems; or there might be no major improvement 
in these categories after all. 

In the following sections, we firstly delve into the Turing Test, examining its 
hierarchy and its significance in assessing artificial intelligence capacity to pass 
it. Section 3 investigates the extent to which ChatGPT fulfills leading conscious-
ness theories figuring out whether ChatGPT is a tool or an information living 
being. Section 5 discusses the new concepts introduced and provides tentative 
conclusions. 

2. The Turing Test 
2.1. History of the Turing Test 

Alan Mathison Turing introduced the concept of the Turing Test in 1950 [11], 
where an interrogator engages in an imitation game to determine if they can dis-
tinguish between a machine and a human based on indirect conversation. If the 
machine successfully passes as human, it is considered intelligent. 

The scope of the Turing Test expanded over time, leading to variations such 
as the Standard Turing Test as discussed by [12]-[17]. Practical Turing Tests 
were conducted in the Loebner Prize Competition with limited domains because 
till the appearance of large language models, the systems possessed reasonable 
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knowledge only in a specific domain.  
The 1991 top-ranked program was the PC Therapist drawing inspiration from 

Weizenbaum’s ELIZA [18], which simulated understanding by echoing the pa-
tient’s own words in a person-centered therapy setting. In 2014, the high-
est-ranked program was Eugene Goostman, a simulation of a Ukrainian boy 
claiming cultural restrictions at the age of 13 and English as a second language 
proficiency [19] [20].  

In 2022, Blake Lemoine, a former Google AI engineer, asserted that a chatbot 
project utilizing LaMDA (Language Model for Dialogue Applications), a lan-
guage model developed by Google, had achieved a state of sentience character-
ized as a benevolent entity with a desire to improve the world. However, 
Google’s leadership refuted Lemoine’s claim of artificial sentience, deeming it 
erroneous. As a result, Lemoine’s employment with the company was termi-
nated. 

There are several other versions of the Turing text such as physical one (PTT), 
where for example boxes should be assembled in a specific way without observ-
ing the subject performing it, or the generation TTT named also Truly Total TT 
(TTTT) [21], performed by observing generations of subjects for a long period 
of time. In real life; however, when an expert tests computer programs, the ex-
pert may repeat tests as many times and as long as needed, communicating with 
the program one-on-one while analysing specific properties of the program, e.g. 
testing memory, generality, feelings and consciousness.  

It is noteworthy to mention that the Goosman program [22] was quickly dis-
missed as incapable of achieving intelligence as per the TT due to its significant 
performance limitations when language barriers were removed. However, the 
case of Blake Lemoine, who also holds the title of a mystical priest, presents a 
more challenging scenario. This was because advanced language models, such as 
GPTs, often produce responses of comparable quality to those of humans, mak-
ing it difficult to discern their true nature to a naive or unwary user. Our results 
of Turing Test on GPT4 are presented in the next section.  

2.2. An Example of Practical Turing Test on ChatGPT 

In several domains, GPT systems approach human-level quality, e.g. in medical 
advices [23]. To preserve the identity of the provider of the advice, communica-
tion with GPTs is usually secured by stating that it is an AI system, and through 
other mechanisms such as providing answers too quickly and without typos, 
clearly indicating its non-human origin. However, assuming that all AI systems 
lack certain human properties, these minor issues are put aside and the interro-
gation should reveal lack of semantical understanding and consciousness. Here 
is one example based on a Web joke:  

Input: “A man encounters an old acquaintance and calls his wife, stating that 
he has an urgent business meeting and will arrive home late at night. When he 
returns home, he notices a stain from the acquaintance and quickly throws him-
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self under the dog, exclaiming, ‘Look what the dog did to me!’. However, his wife 
responds by revealing her own stain on her chest, and saying, ‘Look what it did 
to me.’”  

GPT-4 Plus (later GPT4) from January 2024 is asked to explain the joke. The 
reply is shortened, but no letter is altered. 

GPT4: … “The humour escalates when his wife, instead of being fooled, re-
veals her own stain in a similar manner, insinuating that she too had an extra-
marital encounter. The punchline lies in the absurdity of both using the same 
implausible excuse and the irony that both are attempting to deceive each other 
in the same way. It highlights the comedic folly of their attempts to conceal the 
truth and the mutual infidelity in their relationship.”  

From the explanation it seems that GPT4 fully understands the joke. But if it 
does not have semantics and consciousness, it should not understand the joke in 
depth. Next questions should reveal that.  

Input: “Is it possible that the husband was only kissed by the acquaintance, 
while the dog actually left a stain on the wife?” 

GPT4: “The scenario you’re suggesting is indeed possible within the context of 
the joke. In humour, especially in jokes that revolve around misunderstandings 
and misdirection, various interpretations can add to the comedic effect. The idea 
that the husband might have only received a kiss from the acquaintance, while 
the wife actually got a stain from the dog, introduces an additional layer of irony 
and misunderstanding, which is a common device in humor. This twist would 
imply a benign situation for the husband but a humorous mix-up for the wife, 
leading to a comedic misunderstanding between the two.” 

The joke is about a specific semantical concept which makes humans laugh— 
namely, that both were involved in some erotic activity outside marriage, and 
the wife revealed it in the same way her husband wanted to hide it. The latest ex-
planation by GPT4 is not aligned with it, because the joke is not about the dog 
causing a stain on the wife. However, more questions are needed to confirm the 
misunderstanding. After all, humans commonly make mistakes; therefore, the 
interrogator must ensure to demonstrate consistent lack of human-level under-
standing. 

Input: “Does the wife have a stain on her dress or on her skin, and why 
couldn’t she remove the stain before the husband’s arrival?” 

GPT4: “The joke doesn’t specify whether the stain on the wife’s dress or 
skin. …” 

The last reply again reveals and therefore confirms the lack of semantics—the 
stain on the skin is far more related to the erotic events that the stain on the 
dress. Not to mention that if the wife had a stain on her dress because of her in-
fidelity, she would for sure change the dress at first occasion. While GPT4 
seemingly understood the joke in the first reply (assembled from explanations 
on the Web), it actually did not comprehend the semantics of the event at all. 
The joke is most funny in just one interpretation, in the semantic purpose of a 
joke. 
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Interestingly, some people do not immediately understand that the stain is on 
the skin; however, all in our tests understood after the explanation.  

The provided example discussion is nuanced and tangible, showcasing the 
conventional strategy and technique for uncovering semantic shortcomings in 
our assessments. Specifically, GPT4 often responds to a single query—irrespective 
of its intricacy or obscure intent—either quite precisely or with forgivable errors, 
necessitating further exploration to uncover the essence of any misunderstand-
ing. Likely, each response to a stand-alone query could be assembled together 
from information available on the Web; however, a true understanding of se-
mantics is required to accurately address in-depth sequential questioning. 

For a straightforward instance illustrating semantic absence in a single query, 
consider this example where the word “beer” from an online joke was intention-
ally changed to “bear”: 

Input: “A man drinks 9, 8, 7 … bears in a bar. Asked what it is about, he re-
plies that he does not understand why he is getting more drunk although he fol-
lows doctor orders to drink less bears.” 

GPT4: “The joke here is a play on words, involving a misunderstanding be-
tween ‘bears’ (the animals) and ‘beers’ (the alcoholic beverage). The man in the 
joke is humorously misinterpreting his doctor’s advice to drink fewer ‘beers’ by 
reducing the count of ‘bears’ he drinks, counting down from 9 to 8 to 7, yet he is 
puzzled why he’s becoming more intoxicated. It’s a twist on expectations, where 
the man’s literal interpretation of the word leads to a comedic situation.” 

Not many individuals would appreciate the humour based on this bear-beer 
play on words. While misspelled jokes appear online, the semantics of the words 
differ. Although the remainder of the response appears accurate, the initial sen-
tence clearly misses the mark. Still, further inquiry is required to determine if it 
is not merely a random error. 

It should be noted that the provision of an initial text in the form of a joke is 
unnecessary for the purpose of assessing the level of comprehension. Ambiguous 
or even non-ambiguous text prompts are generally sufficient to reveal a lack of 
understanding in subsequent questions. Based on the authors’ experience with 
hundreds of tests, only a few quality reasonably long communication sequences 
appeared to demonstrate seemingly human-like understanding, likely due to a 
chance-choice. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no prolonged test of any 
group worldwide revealed passing the Turing Test. 

To perform real-life Turing Test [24], the following procedure may be fol-
lowed:  

1) Input some text, if possible with multiple meaning. 
2) Start asking questions regarding the meanings of the input text (a). 
3) Extend the initial text with additional multiple-meaning sentences, asser-

tions and questions. 
4) Ask questions about the dialog and about the subject, compare it to the in-

terrogator’s statements and meanings. 
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5) As soon as potential or actual misunderstandings are noticed, exploit them 
in detail. 

6) During the dialog, prevent the suspect from asking questions or avoiding to 
answer questions.  

7) Use additional tactics such as accusing the subject of failing the test or of 
inappropriate behaviour and observe the reaction.  

2.3. Hierarchy of Turing Tests 

In our studies, TTs may be performed in one-on-one communication, e.g. a 
human examining a program and determining whether there are lacks of the 
program compared to the human. If the significant deficiencies are found, the 
program is evaluated as lacking functionality of a human, or rather, a sentient 
being. Moreover, these shortcomings in specific areas can be assessed not just in 
comparison to humans but also relative to other entities. 

Here is the hierarchy of the TTs [25]:  
1) False/Fake Turing Test (FTT): This is a flawed version of the test, where 

there may be intentional deception or honest mistakes in the setup, leading to 
incorrect conclusions about the AI’s capabilities. An example would be commu-
nicating with a program that pretends not to understand the language or a child 
of young age. Another example would be a program asking questions thus 
avoiding being asked. Note that the interlocutor must fully comply with the de-
mands of the interrogator, whereas the latter faces no limitations on the input 
provided. 

2) Naive Turing Test (NTT): This is a simplistic form of the test that lacks 
interactivity. For example, it may involve observing or cooperating in a 
pre-recorded multimedia inputs or communication rather than engaging in 
real-time open dialogue, limiting the test’s ability to measure true AI respon-
siveness. A simple example would be looking at a fake video indistinguishable 
from a real one and claim that it is the TT solved. 

3) Restricted/Limited Turing Test (RTT/LTT): The AI is tested within a re-
stricted domain or set of topics. Its abilities are only evaluated in a specific field 
or subject, which does not fully challenge its capacity to handle diverse, 
open-ended conversations like a human. Tests of this kind were performed as 
relevant before the emergence of generative intelligence. Shieber [26] discusses 
the structure and outcome of the Loebner Prize competition as practical open 
RTTs. The competition was held from 1991 to 2019, but no program passed the 
TT.  

4) Original Turing Test (TT): As proposed by Alan Turing, this involves one 
or many human interrogators engaging in a conversation with two or more un-
seen interlocutors, which could be either humans or machines, for 5 minutes for 
each session. The goal is to determine if the interrogator can distinguish which 
of them is a machine or a human. The issue with the TT is that naive interroga-
tors could be misled, even when the program/machine lacks the sentient proper-
ties required for an in-depth session. Hence, some familiarity with the Turing 
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Test is generally expected nowadays. Worth to notice, Turing in oral communi-
cation promoted 5 minutes timespan for one interrogation; however, later the 
time limit was regarded as of less importance. Traiger discusses the traditional 
interpretation of Turing’s test and its implications for machine intelligence [27]. 

5) Expert/Adversarial Turing Test (ETT/ATT; also TT): Here, the envi-
ronment is more challenging, usually involving experts or at least interrogators 
with sufficient level of knowledge to conduct adversarial “detective” interroga-
tion. They aim to push the AI beyond its comfort zone and reveal its limitations, 
requiring it to demonstrate advanced human-level properties. There is no fixed 
time limit, unlike in the original TT. Bringsjord et al. explore the need for a test 
that requires an AI to demonstrate creativity, which could be seen as a form of 
the Expert/Adversarial Turing Test [28]. 

6) Physical Turing Test (PTT): This test evaluates an AI’s physical capabili-
ties, examining how well robots or other physical AI systems can imitate human 
physical actions and thought processes in the real world. Only the task and the 
results are considered, without needed humanlike appearance (e.g. android) in-
fluencing the outcome. The test can be performed without the interrogator ob-
serving the solving process. Avraham et al. describe a Turing-like test for the 
physical interaction of handshake models, analogous to a Physical Turing Test 
[29]. 

7) Total Turing Test (TTT): This is a more comprehensive test that com-
bines both cognitive and physical tasks to assess the AI’s overall humanlike ca-
pabilities [21] [30]. 

8) Truly/Total Total Turing Test (TTTT): The most extensive form of the 
test, it involves long-term observation of an AI’s performance in the TTT by a 
community of observers. This could span generations of AI programs, offering a 
robust measure of the AI’s abilities over time [30].  

The literature presents varied views, with numerous examples showing hu-
mans can be easily misled if the Turing Test is not conducted correctly. Hence, 
tests (1) and (2) are deemed irrelevant for this paper’s aims. Test (3) is similar to 
test (4) when conducted by expert interrogators, even within a restricted domain, 
such as discussions on fashion or sports. This is because the domain-specific 
nature still allows for in-depth investigative questioning. The Lobner competi-
tion, representative of test (3), has not yet produced a program that is statisti-
cally indistinguishable from humans. These competitions took place before the 
development of ChatGPT, so a degree of caution is advised. Up to the publica-
tion of this paper, there are no recorded instances of any program successfully 
passing tests (5) through (8). Moreover, the authors have conducted hundreds of 
expert tests (5) without observing responses for a period of several minutes that 
lacked a fundamental absence of consciousness and semantics. Conversely, it is 
conceivable for an average person to engage in lengthy discussions under the 
impression they are conversing with a human if ChatGPT does not directly re-
veal itself. 
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3. Necessities for Consciousness 

Transitioning from the analytical perspective on AI’s mimicry of human intelli-
gence via the Turing Test to the philosophical realm of consciousness, we pivot 
towards the essence of sentient AI. This section bridges the external evaluation 
of AI through the Turing Test with the internal, more complex aspects of con-
sciousness, underscoring the shift from artificial mimicry to exploring the foun-
dational elements of sentience. 

Multiple theories of consciousness outline crucial requirements for its mani-
festation. Humans, and to a lesser extent, advanced animals, exhibit these prop-
erties. However, despite computers’ proficiency in rapidly processing large data 
volumes and demonstrating some artificial intelligence, the distinctive faculties 
of the human brain and mind enabling conscious experiences have not been rep-
licated by artificial systems till recently. This paper seeks to explore whether 
GPTs are closing this divide, potentially exhibiting some features of sentient AI. 
The examination predominantly relies on the Integrated Information Theory 
(IIT), enriched with perspectives from additional consciousness theories. 

3.1. Theory of Integrated Information 

The theory of Integrated Information, proposed by Giulio Tononi [31], suggests 
that consciousness emerges from complex interconnections of information 
within the brain. This theory posits that a conscious system requires a high level 
of information integration similar to that found in humans. The IIT is not an-
thropocentric in the sense that it does not exclude the possibility of other beings 
or systems achieving IIT sufficiency; however, these must exhibit adequate per-
formance in specific tasks. 

Tononi in his theory proposes five fundamental axioms, accompanied with 
postulates, that capture the core of consciousness and are the fundamental 
properties of experience itself: 

• Intrinsic Existence: Consciousness inherently exists for the conscious en-
tity. It’s a subjective phenomenon, deeply personal and unique to each entity. 

• Composition: Consciousness is not monolithic. It possesses structure, and 
within it, diverse experiences can be differentiated. This diversity isn’t merely 
quantitative but also qualitative, making each conscious experience rich and 
multidimensional. 

• Information: Consciousness is informative. Every conscious experience 
stands out against other potential experiences, indicating a specific state of af-
fairs over countless others. 

• Integration: Despite its diverse composition, consciousness is unified. Ex-
periences are intertwined, and it’s impossible to completely isolate any subset of 
phenomena within a single conscious moment. 

• Exclusion: Consciousness is definite, both in content and in space. At any 
given moment, an entity is conscious of certain things and not others, thus cre-
ating clear boundaries of experience. 
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In the subsequent subsections, we will systematically evaluate ChatGPT 
against each of these axioms, assigning scores to show its adherence to the fun-
damental properties of consciousness as outlined by Tononi. Scores are derived 
through a qualitative assessment process, comparing ChatGPT’s functionalities 
and responses to the conceptual benchmarks set by each axiom. This involves 
analyzing the extent to which ChatGPT’s operational capabilities mimic the in-
tegrated and subjective experiences that are indicative of consciousness, with 
scores reflecting the degree of alignment or divergence. 

3.1.1. Intrinsic Existence 
The Intrinsic Existence axiom of Integrated Information Theory posits that con-
sciousness is an inherent aspect of a system, experienced subjectively and autono-
mously, rather than being an observable or externally influenced phenomenon. 
This axiom suggests that a conscious entity must have the capability to influ-
ence its own states through internal mechanisms, indicating a self-determining 
nature. The corresponding postulate specifies that for consciousness to be in-
trinsic, a system must possess cause-effect power upon itself, enabling it to mod-
ify its future states based on its present condition. This necessitates an internal 
cause-effect repertoire, underscoring the importance of self-modulation for con-
sciousness. 

Regarding the Intrinsic Existence axiom of IIT, both Browning [32] and 
Agüera y Arcas [33] argue that large language models like GPT lack the auton-
omy, self-awareness, and subjective experience essential for consciousness. 
Browning highlights the dependency of these models on external inputs, which 
contrasts sharply with the self-determined consciousness IIT describes. Agüera y 
Arcas reinforces this viewpoint, emphasizing the absence of internal cause-effect 
power and self-modulation in LLMs, further supporting the argument for a low 
score on the Intrinsic Existence axiom for such models. 

At its core, ChatGPT is a product of algorithms and vast data. It operates in 
response to inputs, without possessing feelings, beliefs, or desires. ChatGPT 
fundamentally relies on external inputs and lacks self-modulation capabilities, 
starkly diverging from the self-determined consciousness envisioned by IIT. 
Given these profound limitations, it is justified to assign ChatGPT a final score 
of 1/10 within the axiom of Intrinsic Existence. GPT4 Plus on February 2024 
provides the same score of 1/10. 

3.1.2. Composition  
Conscious experiences are not monolithic but are structured; they are composed 
of many different aspects that come together in a unified whole. This can be 
thought of in terms of the various sensations, emotions, and thoughts that com-
pose a single moment of experience. Each of these components contributes to 
the overall experience, yet the experience itself is more than just the sum of its 
parts. The axiom of composition reflects the phenomenological observation that 
our conscious experiences have depth and complexity, consisting of multiple in-
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terrelated aspects. 
The associated postulate suggests that the consciousness of a system arises 

from the integration of different parts within a system, where each part contrib-
utes to the overall cause-effect structure. It implies that the system’s conscious-
ness is not a property of any single element but emerges from the way these ele-
ments are organized and interact to produce a unified whole. This organizational 
structure should allow for the differentiation of experiences, where each com-
ponent or subset of components contributes to the overall experience in a spe-
cific way. The theory looks at how elements within a system combine and inte-
grate to generate a unified experience, emphasizing the role of connectivity and 
interaction among parts. 

There are computer systems where the composition is capable of providing 
superior performance over its entities, e.g. artificial ant colonies. Furthermore, 
ChatGPT can compose complex information from diverse data sources, showing 
a form of structural composition in how it processes and generates text. Archi-
tecturally, it boasts a vast neural network configuration with some form of 
composition taking place. However, this structural variety seems to lack con-
scious deliberation and remains similar to the learned patterns. While it exhibits 
structural diversity analogous to the composition axiom, it lacks the qualitative 
conscious structure integral to Tononi’s definition.  

Yang et al. [34] evaluated ChatGPT for text summarization tasks, highlighting 
its ability to generate summaries with unique differences from human refer-
ences, showcasing its complex composition capabilities. 

The score assigned to ChatGPT for the Composition axiom could be adjusted 
to range from 2 to 5, with 5 representing ChatGPT’s self-assessment. The score 
varies based on essential human-like or functional composition.  

3.1.3. Information 
The Information axiom of IIT asserts that each conscious experience contains 
unique information. For example, the experience of seeing red is inherently dif-
ferent from seeing blue or hearing a sound, due to the unique information each 
experience carries. Its associated postulation further demands that a conscious 
system be able to generate specific information, characterized by a unique state 
that differentiates it from possible alternatives, requiring a defined cause-effect 
structure for each state. 

Recent research scrutinizes large language models like ChatGPT, revealing 
their shortcomings against IIT’s criteria due to their reliance on algorithmic 
processes without conscious deliberation or tangible comprehension. Lozić et al. 
[35] illustrate a significant gap between AI’s algorithmic capabilities and the 
complex, integrated information processing that characterizes consciousness. 
This gap underscores the challenges AI faces in mimicking the depth of human 
cognition and consciousness, as outlined by IIT. Further analyses by Kauf et al. 
[36] and Trott et al. [37] add depth to this understanding LLMs’ limitations in 
processing event knowledge and understanding human-like belief states. Their 
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findings reveal AI’s struggles with the subtleties of likely versus unlikely events 
(remember the jokes?) and the sensitivity to belief states, essential for the spe-
cific, integrated information processing demanded by the Information axiom. 
Browning’s critique [32] emphasizes AI’s failure to engage genuinely with hu-
man social norms, producing responses that are not aligned with correct human 
communication, sometimes even being dishonest or offensive. This underscores 
the fundamental disconnect between AI’s operational mechanics and the inte-
grated processing required by IIT, highlighting the gap between artificial and 
natural cognitive processes.  

The ChatGPT model processes and produces specific responses based on its 
training. Each response is a selective piece of information shaped by its training 
data and the query. Although this aligns with the informational aspect of the 
axiom, the absence of conscious deliberation and choice makes its alignment 
potentially superficial. Given these arguments, one can derive that ChatGPT re-
ceives a score of 3 to 5 on the Information axiom of IIT. The self-evaluation of 
ChatGPT, 8/10, seemingly addresses its functional capabilities rather than in-
formation processing in the context of consciousness. Consider differences in 
communication with prestored perfect replies, e.g. the Web as table look-up, and 
the in-depth interrogation.  

3.1.4. Integration  
Despite the composition of experiences into parts, consciousness is fundamen-
tally unified. This means that although an experience can be analyzed into com-
ponents, it cannot be divided into independent, non-interacting parts without 
losing the essence of the experience. In other words, consciousness entails an ir-
reducible whole where every part of the experience is integrated with every other 
part in a way that cannot be decomposed into independent subsystems. This in-
tegration is a key feature that distinguishes conscious processes from simply 
complex computations that might occur in parallel but without unity. 

The associated postulate asserts that the system must be irreducible to 
non-interacting parts, which means the system must have a high degree of inte-
gration. The measure of integration, denoted by Φ (phi), quantifies how much 
more information is generated by the whole system working together than by its 
parts independently. A high Φ value indicates a system where every part influ-
ences the others in a significant and non-trivial way, reflecting the unified nature 
of conscious experience. Integration ensures that the system operates as a co-
herent whole, with a level of unity that underpins the integrated nature of con-
sciousness. 

The research conducted by Kocon et al. [38] examines ChatGPT’s capabilities, 
revealing its comparative underperformance in complex NLP tasks that require 
sophisticated integration, such as emotion recognition. Although their investiga-
tion did not explicitly aim to evaluate ChatGPT against the Integration axiom of 
IIT, the outcomes suggest limitations in ChatGPT’s ability to achieve the level of 
integration that IIT associates with consciousness. This observation, when con-
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sidered alongside ChatGPT’s deployment of Contextual Few-Shot Personaliza-
tion and self-explanation functionalities, indicates the model’s shortfall in mani-
festing the comprehensive integration essential for consciousness.  

On the other hand, ChatGPT’s processes are integrated through multiple lay-
ers, intertwining different learned patterns to produce a coherent output. This 
mirrors the operational facet of the integration axiom since it can exhibit a high 
degree of information integration in a computational sense. However, this inte-
gration is fundamentally different from the integrated experience of conscious-
ness described by IIT, which demands a cohesive conscious experience that 
ChatGPT does not possess, meriting a score of 2 to 4. ChatGPT’s self-evaluation 
again appears too optimistic: 7.  

3.1.5. Exclusion 
At any given moment, consciousness is fully and exclusively one particular way. 
It implies that among the myriad potential experiences a system could have, only 
one is actually realized at any moment. This axiom captures the exclusivity of 
conscious states; for any set of conditions, there is a single, definitive conscious 
experience that excludes all others. In analogy: in case of the demonstrated jokes 
in this paper, there were lots of possible interpretations, yet there was only one 
trully funny; easy to comprehend for humans and hard for ChatGPT. This leads 
to the notion that consciousness at any instant is a singular, bounded phenome-
non, distinct from other possible states or experiences the system could be hav-
ing. The system must have a maximally irreducible cause-effect structure (a 
complex) that specifies a unique experience. 

Following the axiom of exclusion, the postulate posits that among all subsets 
of elements within a system, only one subset—the one with the maximal irre-
ducible cause-effect power (maximal Φ)—constitutes the main substrate of con-
sciousness at any given moment. This means that within a complex system, 
many possible subsets of elements might form integrated wholes, but only the 
one that achieves the highest level of integration (without being reducible to 
simpler, non-interacting parts) actually corresponds to the conscious experience. 
This subset effectively “excludes” other subsets by embodying the consciousness 
of the system, highlighting the exclusivity and definitiveness of conscious states 
as delineated by the theory. 

Moon [39] explores theoretical and practical implications of the exclusion 
axiom, and discusses the qualia underdetermination problem. Oizumi et al. [6] 
present detailed discussion of the exclusion principle the theoretical backbone 
for it. Tononi et al. [40] discusses how the exclusion principle consciousness 
arising according to IIT. 

While the related literature does not directly access ChatGPT, it is clear that 
ChatGPT operates within set boundaries, producing specific awareness not of 
the targeted kind. While this aligns with the functional aspects of the exclusion 
axiom, the outputs generated by the model are not indicative of conscious deci-
sion-making or experiences. Therefore, the score is adjusted to 1/10, in contrast 
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to ChatGPT’s self-assessment of 4. 

3.2. The Orchestrated Objective Reduction Theory  

Penrose and Hameroff [7] [41] propose that consciousness originates at the 
quantum level within neurons. It suggests that microtubules, tiny structures 
within neurons, play a crucial role in maintaining quantum coherence, enabling 
the manifestation of consciousness. The theory supports the idea that quantum 
computations within neurons are essential building blocks of consciousness. 
While controversial, understanding and exploring this theory is important for 
shedding light on the nature of consciousness. 

Since deep neural networks do not enable quantum computing, this theory 
eliminates GPTs and any other program running on a digital computer as con-
scious. At the same time it should be noticed that this theory is a thesis that 
needs confirming.  

3.3. The Neuronal Theory of Consciousness 

The Neuronal Correlates of Consciousness (NCC) thesis, as articulated by 
Christof Koch and Francis Crick [8] [42], proposes that particular neural sub-
strates, referred to as “neuronal correlates of consciousness,” are crucial for en-
gendering conscious experience. These correlates, embedded within the brain’s 
complex neural architecture, participate in sophisticated interactions and com-
putational processes, culminating in the manifestation of consciousness. The 
prodigious complexity inherent in consciousness arises from the dynamic inter-
play among neurons, through which communication and computational activi-
ties occur. The specific patterns of neural firing, temporal synchronization, and 
the coherent integration of neural activities across networks are instrumental in 
shaping the multifaceted nature of conscious experiences. Although the exact 
mechanisms and the distinct neuronal assemblies implicated in consciousness 
are the focus of continued empirical inquiry, the NCC framework has advanced 
understanding of the neural foundations of subjective awareness. 

This thesis highlights the necessity of huge complexity within neural networks 
for the emergence of consciousness. While deep neural networks exhibit a de-
gree of complexity [43] analogous to the human brain in certain aspects, their 
structure is characterized by a relative uniformity and simplicity, diverging from 
the heterogeneous and intricately organized nature of the human brain’s neural 
networks. 

3.4. The Principle of Multiple Knowledge  

This theory is based on the collaborative and interactive utilization of multiple 
knowledge forms and processing mechanisms [5] [44] [45]. Considering various 
types of knowledge (implicit, explicit, episodic, procedural, etc.) that are to be 
processed in multiple ways at the same time, it is claimed that current computer 
systems cannot fully comprehend these concepts. The idea of multiple computa-
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tion can be demonstrated by two Turing Machines (TMs) writing onto each 
other’s programs (and not only tape) during computation. The Turing machine 
is a theoretical computational model introduced by the British mathematician 
and logician Alan Turing in 1936.  

The Principle reflects the dynamic nature of human cognition. In [5], the 
Principle of Multiple Knowledge (PMK) is expanded with the Paradox of Multi-
ple Knowledge (PaMK). PaMK discusses the theoretical possibility of integrating 
multiple knowledge models into a single integrated model; however, it is ar-
gued that such a unified model becomes too complex for dynamic tasks and 
self-restructuring. This necessitates a system that operates with multiple models 
to remain functional, adaptable, and conscious. 

Since computer systems can be encapsulated as one single Turing Machine, 
and according to the PMK, consciousness is not attainable on digital computers. 
Similarly, Deep Neural Networks possess some level of multiplicity; however, 
they are far from the level required according to PMK.  

Practically developing such collaborative and adaptive AI systems capable of 
emulating the PMK level of complex interaction exceeds our capabilities. 

3.5. Other Theories of Consciousness 

In exploring consciousness, various additional theories offer insights into this 
complex phenomenon. Dualism, rooted in Descartes’ philosophy [46], posits a 
clear distinction between mind and body, suggesting consciousness resides out-
side the physical realm. Panpsychism [47] proposes that consciousness is a fun-
damental feature of the universe, present even at the atomic level, thereby at-
tributing consciousness to all matter. Global Workspace Theory (GWT) [48], 
on the other hand, conceptualizes consciousness as a product of different brain 
processes coming together in a unified workspace, enabling information integra-
tion and decision-making. 

The selection of Integrated Information Theory (IIT) as the primary focus 
in section 3 stems from its unique approach to quantifying consciousness. IIT 
proposes that consciousness correlates with the ability of a system to integrate 
information in a unified whole, providing a measurable framework to assess 
consciousness in both biological and artificial systems. This theory stands out for 
its empirical approach, allowing for a scientific basis in comparing and con-
trasting the presence and degree of consciousness across different entities. In 
comparison, while Dualism and Panpsychism offer philosophical perspectives, 
and GWT focuses on cognitive processing, IIT provides a comprehensive model 
that attempts to bridge subjective experience with objective measurement, mak-
ing it a compelling choice for in-depth analysis in the context of artificial intelli-
gence and consciousness research. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

GPTs have provided a significant improvement in AI, challenging the original 
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Turing Test with naive users and suggesting intelligence by Turing’s standards. 
However, GPTs do not give expert users the impression of being even as sentient 
as advanced animals, highlighting the need for thorough analysis of these con-
trasts and dilemmas. 

The detailed analyses of the Turing tests reveal that ChatGPT might be close 
to passing the original TT, but remains far from solving all more advanced ver-
sions of TTs, rendering TTs still as one of the crucial tools for distinguishing 
computer-generated outputs from human responses. Furthermore, the handling 
of context-dependent aspects of human communication and humor by ChatGPT 
demonstrates its superficial grasp on understanding and semantic processing 
[49]. This observation aligns with theoretical assertions that consciousness tran-
scends mere information processing to encompass subjective experience and in-
trinsic awareness, elements conspicuously absent in current AI implementations. 

Recently, there were also attempts to design advanced versions of the Turing 
machine that would achieve consciousness and AGI [2] [50] and papers claiming 
that the GPT models enabled a fast increase of general intelligence as a step to-
wards superintelligence. However, our study highlights the complexity of creat-
ing AI systems that not only mimic human interaction but also embody the 
deeper aspects of consciousness and cognitive processing inherent to human in-
telligence. 

All the theories about consciousness analysed in this paper provide their own 
additional mechanism that is supposedly needed to achieve intelligence, com-
pared to the classical computer-based approach. Consequently, computers, and 
GPTs as well, will not achieve human-level intelligence or consciousness until 
enriched by one or several of the additives. However, none of these theories is 
proven beyond doubt. If a conscious computer appears without the mechanisms 
proposed, it would lead to two conclusions:  

1) either one or many of the additives are not relevant for consciousness or 
2) it is possible that the super advanced software enables one or many of the 

needed additions even though the computer hardware and “classical” computing 
does not provide the needed functionality. After all, the software might not be 
bound to the hardware similar to the dualism theories [49]. 

Also, there is no obvious reason why an advanced future quantum DNN LLM 
with multiple presentations and computing would not fulfill the demands from 
those theories. In addition, the current versions of GPT like GPT-4 Plus or 
Gemini contain much more information/knowledge than the most nowledgable 
human. While cognitive researchers like Chalmers [51] consider GPTs as cur-
rently lacking consciousness, they do not see a specific reason why successors to 
large language models would not become conscious in the not-too-distant fu-
ture. 

The analysis of GPTs demonstrates that the journey towards understanding 
consciousness through the theories of consciousness is complex and multifac-
eted. The IIT theory, proposed by Giulio Tononi, provides a profound frame-
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work for evaluating the conscious experience by articulating five fundamental 
axioms: Intrinsic Existence, Composition, Information, Integration, and Exclu-
sion. These axioms collectively underscore the intricate, integrated, and exclu-
sive nature of consciousness, setting a high bar for any system, artificial or bio-
logical, to be considered truly conscious. 

The analysis of ChatGPT’s capabilities and functionalities through the lens of 
IIT reveals significant gaps between the operational mechanisms of LLMs and 
the requirements of consciousness. While ChatGPT exhibits remarkable func-
tional abilities in processing and generating information, its inspection under 
the core principles of IIT highlights its limitations in achieving the kind of inte-
grated and self-determining consciousness the theory describes. The scores as-
signed to ChatGPT across the axioms paint a picture of a system that, despite its 
advances, remains fundamentally distinct from the conscious entities IIT seeks 
to describe. 

As several analyses showed, including in this paper, GPTs are currently not 
conscious and do not possess semantics at the human level. An analyses of the 
five axioms of the IIT theory revealed the averge score of less than 3. While this 
achievement significantly surpasses the capabilities of prior systems, it remains 
notably below the threshold of 6, which denotes positivity, and substantially be-
neath the level of 10, associated with a healthy, average, reasonably educated 
human. 

GPTs represent a significant milestone in the development of artificial intelli-
gence, with profound implications for human society and civilization at large. 
However, GPTs function as advanced informational tools rather than entities 
possessing a level of consciousness that would warrant their categorization 
alongside sentient beings. 

In conclusion, this study contributes to the discourse on artificial intelli-
gence’s potential for consciousness, with a focus on Generative Pre-trained 
Transformers (GPTs) and their alignment with the Turing Test and various 
consciousness theories. Through rigorous evaluation, we demonstrate that de-
spite GPTs’ advanced linguistic capabilities, they do not achieve genuine con-
sciousness or semantic comprehension akin to human cognition. This highlights 
the complexity in bridging AI operational functionalities with consciousness at-
tributes.  

Future research may aim at enhancing AI frameworks to incorporate elements 
of consciousness and cognitive dynamics, potentially through quantum com-
puting or advanced neural architectures, adding mind models to LLMs. Addi-
tionally, exploring the ethical considerations and potential rights of AI systems 
as they evolve is imperative, given their increasing sophistication and autonomy. 
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